
Ugly Relation between Japan & NAZIS USA against Truth,Justice,and Humanity.
The most supporting nation to NAZIS USA is Japan author’s nation.Thereby,both USA and

Japan must be changed to not upside down nation.This disclose NAZIS USA the Traitor

against God and accuse own incompetent colonial nation to encourage folks. 2018/9/30

[１]：Actual case study on suppressing liberty of speech & writing(author).
Here are author’s actual case study caused by CIA in Japan.Why CIA ?.Author was once Hewlett

Packard Co employee.Once they became hatred against him due to political reason.Since then

they has been interfering his activity not to debut the world,so he has substantially been political

prisoner in the outlaw city Yokosuka(～Japan) the US 7th fleet navy base city in Japan.

The cause and result of outlaw are explained in later,

⑴Fatal Science Facts Hiding by illegal rejecting on global oriented publishing in journal.

http://www.777true.net/Math-Physical-Science-Library-List-in-777true.net.pdf

This is damage not only author,but also the world who need Truth Awareness !. Especially note a

science truth is absolutely independent on who(author)disclose those.These refer decisive

ideology on religion to economics the hidden secrets at now by the evil establishment.

＊Elementary Particle Physics.

American physical society know the truth and has been hiding those,which is collusion with CIA.

Trump presidency is not guilty,however also they must take the past responsibility.Author did too

many important and fundamental works especially in theoretical physics,so general people may

have become not to believe him what he told.For an example,so called SSC the 120billion$

elementary particle device construction was aborted in 1993 autumn.In the spring,he had

contributed a thesis causing completion of elementary particle theory.Since then 4 Japanese

elementary particle physicists awarded Nobel prize as bribe for shutting up the truth.Sweden the

emperor nation is deadly betrayal against sacred science truth.Recently,those elementary

particle physicists were sued by author in criminal and civil trial,however defeated due to ill

prosecutor rejection without evidence confirmation by expert testimony and by lie testimony by

accused expert in civil suit.Now absurd non useful desperate elementary physics study has been

going on by high national budget consumption not only in Japan,but also in the world.

Politician and administration officer must survey the truth to save non useful budget.

＊The theory(Logic and Quantum Gravity Dynamics=QGD)revealed following the truth.

ⅰ:Creation Universe from Nothing toward Parallel Running Universe(universe is not one,but ∞)

Nothing world is also nothing physical law,which enable the creation by the Almighty.

http://www.777true.net/Math-Physical-Science-Library-List-in-777true.net.pdf


However once observable matter was created,then the non-contradiction property was to rule

with mathematical law expression(quantum physics).Non-contradiction the logic law is too

evident that there can be nothing simultaneous realization of “event A and not A” in matter world.

That is,the logic is to establish law that a cause is to generate a result(this is to become a math)

ⅱ:Matter(Universe) Evolution from hot Big-Bang to now the cold universe by the theory(QGD).

This is to decide property of all elementary particles, mass generating mechanism by

interaction between particle and gravity field,that is,all that elementary particle physics.

ⅲ:Total Energy of Universe is Zero<This is not new finding,but very important confirmation>.

Also other conservative physical quantities are all zero by ±symmetric cancellation.

0＝Positive Matter Energy－Negative Attraction Force(universal gravity).
☞:If you could create attraction force field,then you can create also positive energy.

⑵Cause of Fluid Dynamics Solution Instability in Weather and Climate Forecasting.

Concerned Academy society has been being nothing comment on following serious fact.

At now,weather and climate forecasting have become serious for our dairy life due to climate

change acceleration.Then so called solution chaos-Latinization(Instability) in long time

forecasting has been considering due to non-linearity of the equation in the past,however it was

found not correct.The actual cause is diffusion in fluid collision,which become evident when you

observe and think smoke movement in fluid flow.Those are to become more low density as time

goes on,then at last those are vanished to lose fluid trajectory.This mechanism was proved

mathematically as so called entropy increasing by heat generation due to friction force.

Now academical society will not allow to hear what author explain.This theory was not

contributed to journal,but up loaded in website 777true.net.In the actual application ,the

mechanism become more serious in not only long time prediction<ensemble averaging

method>,but even in short time prediction in fluid strong collision(sairing) case such as

warmer air mas and that of cold with strong temperature difference.Such weather become wild

and dangerous,Then forecasting become harder with larger fluctuation !!. Imagine smoke flow

with strong sairing would be vanished in a short time.That is,vanishing fluid trajectory !!.

Also in this case,so called ensemble averaging method would be useful.Author once

concerned this serious problem,however he is not professional specialist on fluid dynamics.

＊Everyone know macroscopic climate random fluctuation,then the cause is due to additive

property of micro fluid Instability. Climate variable such as global temperature has two face of

cabalistical long years trend with big random fluctuation at each year.

*This is solution for the Millennial Problems by Clay Research(super computer maker) Co.

Poor author without decent pension wish the prize money.Also SSC should compensate.

Thus it is USA who has been causing his life without decent money.Donation Please !.

http://www.claymath.org/millennium-problems


⑶Now climate scientists has become more silent as climate goes more wild.

It is upside down.Then something evil must be working on.For recent years,author has been

accusing climate scientists who will not declare deadly climate fact,but has been being silent.

It is betrayal against tax payers people.Especially in summer 2018,climate had revealed its more

wild feature by strong heat wave in long days ,strong flood and more frequent typhoon.

*Revealing evident climate worsened actuality caused suppression on the discussing
As the consequence,author became stronger warning messenger.Then gang guard-men of

academical society(elementary physics group and ....,climate is not certain) has become active

to invade recently authors home to destroy tools and documents.CPU and software were stolen

and CPU trouble has become more frequent. Police will not act even by authors frequent calls.

Communists group and some academic group are connected with hatred & money in Japan.

⑷Economy Network Dynamics and 0-Sum Theorem in Debt and Bond a Scandal.
⒜0-Sum Theorem in Debt and Bond.
As for economics,there are many unreasonable taboos not interfere the pultocracy regime.

Someone called the established economics as ghastly science.It is right.Without math,you

can prove the theorem,because those are one to one relation.You never imagine debt

without creditor,also bond without debter.The highest priority theorem is none in established

economics text.

http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf

All that economy numerics are written in all account books,all of which are closely related

and expressed in math equations.The theory has nothing model and ideology(real science).

This is to become exact Economics Simulator Machine.

Buy the copy right !!.It is entirely upside down the author had been out of the economy.

⒝Basic Income the Stabilizer without Troublesome Big Tax Rise.
Unconditional national payment to people’s minimum life is defined Basic Income.Then

company payment can be decreased by Basic Income.However due to jobless rate,

adjust tax rate.It could not be so big.While someone tell lie it is big tax increasing.

Attacking against Basic Income may be a conspiracy not to make laborer easy for political

joining without care on conservative political survey rance.

⒞Climate-driven growth would generate $ 26 trillion
https://usbeketrica.com/article/une-croissance-tournee-vers-le-climat-genererait-26-000-mill

iards-de-dollars

http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf


$ 26 trillion would promote Climate War Boom in the world(author writes).

Effective climate policy simply demands change in business in order to evade global

extinction.It is also chance to create new business to survive.Thereby these are entirely

natural matter.However they now has been being silent on as if it were deadly taboo.

⑸Academism,Media and Judiciary are United to Suppress Essential Facts.

⒜Fatal Academism Corruption.
Author has been concerning deeply science basic(physics,mathematics,logic).After all,he was

always beginer who must at first lean and reexamined 1st principles.Then he encountered many

suspicions on those and had to rebuild new principle,or modify to be consistent.Thereby,results

could not be small,but big to quake academy society.While he has been being hated by USA,so

interfered academy societies agreed to hide facts in order not to debut in the world.Thus crooked

science had begun not only in Japan,but also USA and EU. However popularization of internet

had turned the situation toward disclosing facts.It is owing to USA technology development.

However it caused the secondary crisis of author to encounter more interferences to his life and

work.No sufficient money,friends,support,security,but noising in sleeping time to intercept brain

neuron refreshing and in day time time to intercept focusing works.

⒝Fatal Judiciary Corruption
Since joining Hewlett Packard Co,author fundamentally had become no security in law

protection.Describing many events are annoying,but the fact is nothing arresting criminals.

Recent important event are 2 law suits on injustice by no stopping useless elementary

particle researcher by expensive national budget.Criminal suit was rejected by prosecuter

without evidence verification by expert,the other was defeated in civil suit by lie testimony of

accused expert.Both the prosecutor and judge may have known injustice in own deeds.

Higher judicial authority was order to crook both trial by CIA.It is famous that in Japan

judiciary,it is not rare that they crook justice in trial due to political reason relating USA.

⒞Recent established media had become strongly corrupted.

The most fatal event is election with fake voting machine by Musashi Co,of which owner

are related with present prime minister Abe the most corrupted one after the war.

Established media never refer voting machine,but nonchalantly has been applausing him in

news.Especially news time on singular criminal and scandal in sport community had

become wider and wider as year by year.That is,serious necessary news time is decreased,



while trifling one is increasing.Broad casting companies corruption growing are altogether

and synchronous due to secret conducting by someone’s insidious conspiration.

The owner right of TV broad casting electromagnetic wave should be finite interval to

examine their justice and fair with price competition to allow new joiner.

[２]：Police In Japan is American Police,but not Japan one.
<<Outlaw Brutality by US military by Regional Treaty between Japan & USA>>.
⒜US Naval Base and their Brutality.

In authors childhood,one of his first learned English might be Yankee go home.At that time

before 1960,most Japanese were poor,but honest,so they accused brutality of occupation

military in Japan.Sunagawa base struggle ,that of Okinawa the big military iland ,strong

disturbance noise by jet fighter in Astugi and muder by William S. Girard are famous events

against the occupation.While they are extremely nervous against anti-US military movement

Because their livelihood entirely depend on the occupation with absurd good treatment by

obedient Japan government.Arrogant navy sometimes did criminal injustice against insulted

,but obedient Japanese.In behind,insidious they leaked poison to marine,events indicating

humanbody experiments, suspicious death of anti-navy activist.The most bad sleeping

disturber against author were related with the base employees.In many aspects,naval base city

Yokosuka administration seems secretly,but intensively cooperate and give good treatment for

navy activity.Above all,the most terrific criminal is 3/11 the Tohoku Fukushima earthquake

weapon attack in 2011 the recent war without the declaration.Then navy has been known

engaging special tasks(such as sea floor special bomb setting),which had caused fatal

synthesized Tsunami attack destroying the Nuke Facility(IT IS THE 3RD ABOMs to JAPAN).

⒝The illegal Regional Treaty between Japan & USA.
Telling this fact is entirely shame of us Japanese who has been entirely obedient with absurd

US occupation military in Japan.If another normal nation,this situation would have caused

riot against American occupation.This absurd treaty allows abandoning sovereign right on

own governance and occupation military’s lawless action against such police governance.

As the consequence, nothing police regulation against criminal to author such as political

terror of injury(including medical),stealing and destroying by sub organization members of

CIA(or military secret agent).After the war,MacArthur military occupation in Japan executed

military governance in which their action were all legal law.Then they wished this absurd

right after the Independence of Japan by Sun Francisco Treaty(1951).

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/thedailymirror/2007/06/soldier_kills_w.html
http://www.chukai.ne.jp/~masago/sanfran.html


Article 1:(b) The Allied Powers recognize the full sovereignty of the Japanese people over

Japan and its territorial waters.

While it is the absurd and illegal regional treaty.This treaty is evidently against not only Sun

Francisco Treaty,but also the UN international law.

Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and
Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations
http://www.un-documents.net/a25r2625.htm

c:The duty not to intervene in matters within the domestic jurisdiction of any State, in

accordance with the Charter,

Note following are all illegal criminal of NAZIS reincarnated USA(NAZIS USA).

＊2001/9/11 inside job terror toward making false flag wars in Middle East.

＊2010/ earthquake weapon attack against Haiti the first republic nation by African.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2010_Haiti_earthquake

＊2011/3/11 earthquake weapon attack against Tohoku and Fukushima Nuclear Facility.

Now some regions in Fukushima has been strongly contaminated by radio activity,so the

land utility would be no hope for long times.America must pay compensation by the

equivalent worth.Those are war criminal against international law,so now Japan and USA

has been in warfare state.Thereby Japanese(the government)who cooperate US military is

heavy criminal of treason against national security in the domestic criminal law.

⒞Lawless Disordered Society Japan.
Evidently Japan’s Constitution Law had been broken by MacArthur governance as for

the article 1(symbolic position of the Emperor) and 9(abandoning military force and
right of making war).This extreme contradiction had caused Japan very singular Lawless

Disordered Society.Once the emperor family prime minister Konoe confessed outrageous

upside down statement that domestic revolution is more terrible than defeating war !!.
In fact,Japan could not win war against USA,but began war by surprise Perl harbor attack.

No win had been known to Akimaru military study organization by precise war economy

forecasting,even though Emperor Hirohito forced to begin war with USA and the

consequence was terrible defeat by A bomb attack at Hiroshima and Nagasaki,even though

he escaped top commander responsibility of war criminal by insidious MacArthur.

Emperor positon was setted once again for political threatening device against regime

opposers of truth and justice.In order to detect and suppress such real patriot of truth and

justice.the not justice and truth emperor is nothing,but touchs stone to detect.For example,

the former Nagasaki mayor Kijima once declared that there is war responsibility in emperor,

http://www.un-documents.net/a25r2625.htm


and he was shot by right wing gang.

Article 9 was destroyed by broke out of Korean war toward rearmament nation by USA

order.As the consequence,mind of soldier had terribly crooked to be treason against nation

people.In 1985/8/12 ,airplane secret attack had caused 520 passinger died.The reason was

to change nation people conscious to the previous war which had been acting as strong

hatred against military for long time. At that season of 8/15 day was that of retrospecting the

miserable previous defeated war in the journalism.Thus media news was changed from the

retrospecting previous war to that event at that season,

These insidious,but strong evil was caused by the NAZIS reincarnated in USA in order to

make Japan complement nation for USA in military,goods products and finance(about

7trillion $ is not payed back).This is nothing but silent,insidious and strong recoverization of

ancient fascism regime before the war with Emperor and with military.Both were once had

destroyed own nation.

⒟All was due to UK and USA the imperialism.
http://www.777true.net/JapanUK.pdf

To tell for the beginning,Japan emperor ancient regime(1868)was conspired by UK imperial.

About 200 long peace years of Tokugawa regime was turned by local regional power of

Choush and Satsuma,who once tried to exclude UK and USA fleet ,but defeated in local

wars and betrayed to be cooperator of UK and USA the Anglo Saxon ally.It was their power

who turned Tokugawa regime by support of Thomas Glaver the UK weapon merchant who

bought second hand gun of the civil war in American and imported to Japan.Established

Kingdom nation government took growing policy of wealth and military by support of Europe

and USA.The modern militarized Japan became cooperator or complement nation in Asia

region toward assist Global Ruling Strategy of UK Imperialism by making war with Shin,

World war the 1st and Russia(toward Russian Revolution).The arrogant winning war

momentum were going on toward making war with USA,after all,which had caused going

down into colonial nation of USA at last.Thus imperial regime of Japan is nothing,but

worshiping Satan(the upside down).Foreign nation leaders accusing Japan war-criminal
in world war the 2nd never meet the emperor family at the palace in Tokyo.

http://www.777true.net/JapanUK.pdf


[３]：American Leaders and Their Terrifying Political Psycho Environment.
Strong mind discuss idea,average mind discuss event,and weak mind discuss people.

......Socrates the ancient Greek Philospher.

This is report on nation where serious matter become upside down due to evil ruling by

deception and violence.Attacking person non favorable frequently employs deception.

Now America is NAZIS CIA nation which should be defined as follows.At first,their feudalism

ideology are entirely only for the purpose of conserving the ancient regime.

＊Nation and the people are all slaves to work for hereditary nobility supremacist,

＊Setting enemy for perpetual struggle toward hegemony winning and averting hostility

against the ruler.

Strong mind discuss idea,average mind discuss event,and weak mind discuss people.

......Socrates the ancient Greek Philospher.

⑴D. Eisenhower Farewell Address delivered 17 January 1961

http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/dwightdeisenhowerfarewell.html

.........................

Progress toward these noble goals is persistently threatened by the conflict now engulfing

the world. It commands our whole attention, absorbs our very beings. We face a hostile
ideology global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless in purpose, and insidious
in method. ................. the military industry complex revealed by Eisenhower .

⑵The Movie JFK by Oliber Stone.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSw9sjqYK_I&list=PLqFfzrmwDlqp3DksJ8PKE3k3mZpDPtGmU

Also JFK had heard Eisenhower addressing and might have determined his mind to

challenge CIA and military industry complex,which turned to cause his assassination,

Since his era,none could have appeared to try to the challenge,but Trump the trickster.

However his success or failure would depend entirely on our massive genuine support of

justice,truth and humanity.Now he has been being attacked to be crooked by establishment.

http;//www.777true.net/NAZIS-USA-the-Forcing-Injustice-in-Era-of-Having-Revealed-Truth.pdf

⑶USA has been outrageous witch hunt society due to NAZIS USA ruling.
So long as American work hard to get luxury life and to pay heavy tax especially for big

military budget without complaining or rioting against the regime,they are safe.While,if not

so,they would be surveyed and suppressed by police state regime(FBI,CIA,...).Now era for

them may be final stage to complete their ruling regime toward Apocalyptic era of operation

http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/dwightdeisenhowerfarewell.html


End Game<global chaos-nization due to frequent false flag terror, wars and to climate

collapse the actual EndGame>.Then especially note those factors of the chaos are not told

its fact,but all fakes in the established society.Thereby it is decisively inevitable of collision

between fake and truth.Thus witch hunt machine becomes necessary to suppress those

who try to announce truth to the vast public.

⑷Thereby conscience leaders are to encounter evil witch hunt machine.
Maybe strong survey rance network in USA detect and record person unfavorable.Once

their action try to be effective,evil the enemy of people would act toward intercepting

action of person unfavorable.Attacking person are making trap(bribe,honey

one,...),demagogies(money,sex,criminal,..),finding mis deed in past,threatening by mind

controlling,by terror attacking,threatening not against person unfavorable,but his

family,friend,colleague,kinship,....,stealing and destroying against person the target,

There are to execute anything possible bad events against the target.

⑸CIA Theater(History) written by CIA.

NAZIS USA is scenario writer in order to make a history toward their winning one.It is also a

game between setted enemy and CIA friend ally(conscious and unconscious agents).

Thereby they tend to reveal their injustice in encountering history going wrong for them.

⒜Mind Control Engineering<the CIA Basic>.
A cause is to determine a result.However result has many possibility before action.

Thereby those probability is called person’s action character(it is called also profiling).

＊Wundt's experimental psychology (the process theory for Mind Control Engineering).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilhelm_Wundt

Psychology is interested in the current process, i.e. the mental changes and functional

relationships between perception, cognition, emotion, and volition/ motivation.

⒝A history is sequential series of unit process(A cause is to determine a result).

Thereby history before action has many scenarios due to many bifurcating possibility in

each unit process.However exact profiling may enable less possible scenarios.Thus in

each unit process,CIA actors is to make a cause toward enemy to act to anticipated result.

These sequence could make anticipated history by scenario writer.However to tell so,

CIA never be almighty.

⒞NAZIS establishing,Israel establishing,USSR resolution,....

Those history might have a scenario before those realizing.Then who wrote ?!!.

⑹Now we must write scenario to make global unite toward final winning.

This is must do work,however too heavy load of he without supporting.



⑺American people must know truth to be liberated from strong ancient regime constrain.

Old Japanese has strong fear for emperor due to past severe education for them on

worshiping emperor.Similarly American seems to be strongly mind controlled to hate

against,or fear on concerning socialism and climate,but entirely to admire entrepreneur

regime due to historical big success.However now era encountering big failure by the
regime has become calling for flexible thinking without past taboo.

⑻The Upside Down Nation against {Truth,Justice,Humanity}toward Catastrophe.
In order to survive in a order,{the trinity} is decisive not to destruct the order.

While nation NAZIS the Traitor against God with the Trinity can not help,but encounter

disorder toward catastrophe.This is mere a LOGIC the supreme science !!!.

Tell from beginning,a work is finding necessity(truth) and supplying it(realizing truth).

While anti-work is inventing fake(crime)for easy gain and encounter failure at last.

Thereby truth is decisive to unite vast workers toward accomplishing purpose(truth).


